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Abstract
Many forced migrants experience trauma in pre-migration, journeying, and post-migration phases of flight. Therefore appropriate mental health provision is required. Whilst previous reviews have explored the experiences of health-care staff in supporting forced migrants, no review was found that focused solely on the experiences of mental health professionals. This qualitative thematic synthesis integrates the findings from ten qualitative studies and identifies analytical constructs that encompass the challenges and facilitators for mental health professionals. Findings will inform how services can be developed to best support staff and enable the provision of high-quality mental health care for this potentially vulnerable population.

Résumé
Plusieurs migrants forcés vivent un trauma lors de la pré-migration, du voyage et de la post-migration. Une offre adéquate en santé mentale est donc nécessaire. Alors que des études précédentes ont exploré les expériences du personnel des services de santé dans le soutien aux migrants forcés, aucune études axée seulement sur les expériences des professionnels en santé mentale n'a été trouvée. Cette synthèse thématique qualitative intègre les résultats de dix études qualitatives et identifie les constructions analytiques englobant les obstacles et les facilitateurs pour les professionnels en santé mentale. Les résultats sont susceptibles d'orienter le développement de services visant à mieux soutenir le personnel et permettre la prestation de soins en santé mentale de qualité pour cette population potentiellement vulnérable.

Health consequences for forced migrants are vast, multifaceted, and greater than for “regular” migrants. Traumatic events in pre-migration and “in-flight” phases, and post-migratory stress are linked to higher levels of distress. These stressors influence forced migrants’ abilities to engage in treatment and resettlement in post-migration phases. Distress may be further amplified by physical and social care needs, such as illness or housing issues. Uncertain immigration status may also intensify fears of deportation and reduce feelings of safety. Forced
migrants thus comprise a vulnerable population necessitating significant support for diverse and complex mental health needs.

There are a number of difficulties in identifying those requiring mental health support. Professionals in mental health services may not have received training that enables them to identify and support the types of mental health difficulties experienced by forced migrants. Language may also act as a barrier. Furthermore, psychological approaches may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable within different cultural backgrounds or may evoke stigmatizing connotations. Further challenges may be presented by specific stressors associated with forced migration, such as human rights violations and interpersonal violence. These experiences may cause difficulties in trusting others, thus presenting challenges to care. There are a number of challenges, therefore, to providing appropriate and effective mental health support for forced migrants in the post-migratory phase.

**Qualitative Reviews**

The need to investigate properties of effective health services for forced migrants is widely acknowledged. The number of studies is rapidly expanding, with a number of qualitative studies being undertaken across several countries and different health-care services. Qualitative research is of particular significance to evidence-based health care, because it seeks to explore the human experiences of health-care interactions and processes. The synthesis of qualitative research, however, provides superior insight because its product allows supplementary understandings of the phenomena and their operations.

Two recent qualitative systematic reviews of particular relevance have been identified. Robertshaw et al. reviewed challenges and facilitators for primary health-care professionals working with refugees and asylum seekers post-migration. This review assessed experiences of doctors, nurses, and midwives providing health care in high-income countries. Twenty-six articles were analyzed thematically, producing three analytical constructs of health-care encounter, health-care system, and asylum and resettlement. Within these constructs, eleven themes relating to a range of challenges and facilitators were situated. In relation to the health-care encounter, a trusting relationship, communication, cultural understanding, health and social conditions, and time were identified as themes. Training and guidance, professional support, connecting with other services, organization, resources, and capacity were themes identified as relevant to the health-care system. Quality assessment revealed the included articles varied in quality. The review employed a transparent methodology, improving the validity of findings and conclusions. It highlighted a need to investigate mental health professionals’ experiences to further contribute to improved service provision for forced migrants.

The second review explored refugee and staff experiences of psychotherapeutic mental health services in countries of resettlement. It aimed to address the lack of service-user perspective present in refugee service literature. The review was limited to articles containing the word “refugee” in the title, alongside terms relating to psychotherapeutic input and qualitative studies in the abstract. Therefore the review may not have identified studies that concerned asylum seekers or other forced migrants or had idiosyncratic titles. This limits the extent to which the findings can be generalized to clinical care, since the findings apply only to those granted refugee status and are not wholly representative of forcibly displaced persons presenting for care. The review included eleven studies: five involving service users and six involving staff. Whilst considering both the perspectives of service users and staff is important and valid, unique elements unsuited to being grouped in this way may have been compromised. Similarly, the included studies involved both individual and family client groups. Quality assessment revealed the majority of included studies had poor or very poor quality. Combined elements of thematic synthesis and meta-ethnographic approaches were utilized in the analysis. Mutual understanding, addressing complex needs, discussing trauma, and cultural competence were identified as key themes in achieving acceptable care.

The aim of the current review is to explore the experiences of mental health professionals providing support to forced migrants. Previous systematic reviews have identified a range of challenges and facilitators for health professionals providing care for forced migrants. This review aims to explore the challenges and facilitators of mental health professionals—a novel area of focus. This review will also address limitations of the prior reviews in health-care provision. To enhance credibility, it will consider a single perspective, so that the results relate to this specific population. This will also allow improved generalizability to other mental health professional settings. The review will not be limited to professionals working with those with refugee status, but to professionals working with any forced migrant population, including those who have not yet been granted refugee status. Thus, it will encapsulate the experience of working with persons who are awaiting confirmation of their immigration status and who do not have the rights associated with refugee status (and the distress associated with these factors). It will encompass public, private, and/or charitable sector mental health services. Thus, this is the first comprehensive review of mental health service professionals’ experiences. Improved understanding of these elements and their implications is vital for policy-making, staff support,
and well-being, and provision of quality services for forced migrants.16

**Review Question**
What are the challenges and facilitators experienced by mental health professionals providing support to forced migrants?

**Method**

**Search Strategy**
The search strategy was pre-planned and registered with PROSPERO International prospective register of systematic reviews (ID: CRD42017084617). The strategy sought all available relevant articles. MEDLINE Complete (EBSCO), Web of Science (Web of Knowledge), PsycINFO (ProQuest), and CINAHL Complete (EBSCO) were searched on June 4, 2018. These sources were selected for their scope and coverage of literature pertaining to health, psychology, and clinical practice.

Search terms for forced migrants, mental health professionals, and qualitative research were combined to search article titles and abstracts. Both free text and MeSH terms were used. The search strategy was informed by the Sample, Phenomenon of interest, Design, Evaluation, Research type (SPIDER) tool. Compared to the established PICO (Population/problem, Intervention/exposure, Comparison, and Outcome) tool, SPIDER terminology is more suited to qualitative research and produces more manageable results.17

Google Scholar was utilized to identify further articles meeting the review criteria through hand-searching and footnote chasing to improve search comprehensibility.18 Use of supplementary techniques is critical as the result of issues associated with locating relevant qualitative literature.19 These include the low concentration of qualitative studies within databases, indexing variation between databases, and the use of quotations as article titles.

All search results were imported into Zotero. Duplicates were removed and the remaining titles and abstracts were screened by the first author. Articles clearly not meeting the inclusion criteria were excluded. Remaining articles were assessed according to the pre-specified study selection criteria by assessment of the full-text articles.

**Inclusion Criteria**
Qualitative and mixed method studies with a qualitative component exploring experiences of mental health professionals working with forced migrants were included in this review. Forced migrants were defined as asylum seekers, refugees, or other forcibly displaced migrants. All types of mental health professionals were included. Articles had to include at least some analysis in narrative form (e.g., first-person quotes) on mental health professionals’ experiences and perspectives. Eligible data collection methods included verbal interviews, focus groups, or free-form questionnaire and survey data. Only studies where mental health professionals worked directly with forced migrants were included. Articles where recipient data were presented alongside other data were included. Published, peer-reviewed articles were included. No limits on year or geography were applied in response to the limited availability of source material. Non-English-language studies were considered if an English translation was available.

**Exclusion Criteria**
The following studies were excluded: quantitative studies; theses; dissertations; opinion articles; organization reports; reviews and case studies; studies exploring experiences of professionals providing physical health care; interpreters or informal carers; studies exploring only the experiences of service users (forced migrants); studies in which participants did not have direct, exclusive experience of working with forced migrants; studies concerning refugee camps, asylum seeker detention centres, or specialist services. Where no English language text was available, studies were excluded.
Data Extraction
Study characteristics including aims, setting, participants, methodology, results, and implications were extracted by the first author. As noted by Barroso et al., identification of findings was complicated by reporting variation and integrity. Findings were taken to refer to more than direct quotation and data summation. Therefore all text under the headings “results,” “discussion,” and “conclusions” were extracted electronically and entered into QDA Miner Lite.

Assessment of Quality
Quality appraisal was conducted independently by the first author and reviewed by all authors. The Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool for appraisal of qualitative research was employed. The tool was developed in relation to medical literature and piloted with health-care practitioners and highlights procedural issues and reporting standards in qualitative research. The comparative strengths of the studies were critically appraised and evaluated. No scoring system was used, as according to the purpose of the tool. Exclusions were not made based on quality appraisal, as the result of the following. First, there remains ongoing debate regarding the use of tools in this manner in qualitative research. Second, there is some suggestion of structured quality assessments bias in favour of research practice compliance over the value of contribution to the field; thus, inclusion enhanced the wealth and richness of the synthesis. This is especially pertinent, given the lack of literature seeking to understand the experiences of mental health professionals working with forced migrants.

Data Synthesis
The recognized methodology for systematic review and thematic synthesis of qualitative research detailed by Thomas and Harden was utilized. This methodology has particular value in informing health-related policy and practice. Moreover, it provides a transparent account of the synthesis stages and derivation of conclusions. The Enhancing Transparency of Reporting the Synthesis of Qualitative Research (ENTREQ) framework was utilized to guide the review reporting.

Initial line-by-line coding was completed by hand by the first author in QDA Miner Lite. All primary quotations and interpretations related to the experiences of mental health professionals working with forced migrants were coded openly. An inductive process of theme derivation ensured the most complete representation of perspectives and experience. Inductive derivation reduces the risk of unanticipated emergent themes being obscured or overlooked by limiting the scope of the analysis to specific questions or theories. Subsequent studies were translated into the catalogue of pre-existing concepts where appropriate, and new concepts were created when deemed necessary. Initial codes were organized into descriptive themes of related constructs that closely related to original findings. In the final stage of synthesis, analytical themes were generated in order to produce understandings and notions that exceeded those of the primary studies.

Results
Study Selection Results
Systematic database searching identified 7,922 studies. A further 12 studies were identified through hand searching and reference list searches. Thus, the total number of studies identified was 7,934. A total of 2,722 duplicates were removed, and a further 5,165 studies were excluded after screening titles and abstracts. Full-text articles of the remaining 47 studies were sought for eligibility assessment. Full-text articles could not be obtained for four studies; therefore, they were excluded. Ten articles met the full eligibility criteria and were included.

Study Characteristics
All included studies were qualitative. Four were from the United Kingdom, five from Australia, and one from the United States. All articles were published between 2007 and 2018. The number of participants ranged from seven to seventeen, yielding a combined total of seventy-nine participants. Participant samples in all except three studies were exclusively mental health clinicians. The combined sample included clinical psychologists, counselling psychologists, psychologists/general psychologists, counsellors, social workers, psychotherapists, psychiatrists, marriage and family therapists, “front-line clinicians,” administrative and managerial staff, a trainee clinical psychologist/trainee psychoanalyst, a psychotherapist/social worker, an occupational therapist, and a community development worker. All studies employed semi-structured interviews. To analyze data, four utilized a thematic approach, three used discourse analysis, two used an interpretative phenomenological approach, and one a constant comparison framework.

Quality Assessment
The CASP critical appraisal tool was used to evaluate procedural issues and transparency of the included studies. The appraisal revealed variability in the quality of the ten articles, with none of the articles satisfying all quality criteria. All articles gave a statement of the research aims; however, there was variability in how explicitly they were stated and in detailing the importance and relevance of the research. The chosen
Records identified through database searching (MEDLINE n = 1589; Web of Science n = 3861; PsycINFO n = 1483; CINAHL n = 989) (n = 7922)

Additional records identified through other sources (Hand searching using Google Scholar n = 10; Reference list searches n = 2) (n = 12)

Total records identified (n = 7934)

Duplicates removed (n = 2722)

Titles and abstracts screened (n = 5212)

Records excluded in screening of titles and abstracts (n = 5165)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 47)

Full-text articles excluded, with reasons (n = 37)
  Unable to obtain full text (n = 4); Incorrect study type (n = 8); Not peer reviewed (n = 2); Not service provision (n = 5); Not focused on mental health professionals (n = 12); Experiences not specifically with forced migrants (n = 1); Incorrect setting (n = 4); Specialist service (n = 1)

Studies included in qualitative synthesis (n = 10)

Figure 2. Article selection
research method was appropriate across studies. A minority of studies explicitly stated the research design. Most detailed the sampling strategy, and the majority made some reference to eligibility criteria. There was wide variety in the reporting of participant demographic information, and possible reasons for non-participation were not discussed by any articles.

All articles stated the data collection method, and most provided some justification. Whilst two detailed their full interview schedule, the remainder gave only general descriptions of the interview schedule content. Less than half of the studies gave the location of data collection, and one identified the interviewer. Theoretical saturation was also largely not discussed. Six of the articles made either explicit reference to reflexivity or addressed issues relevant to it. The manner in which this was addressed was mixed, with some authors describing their motivations for undertaking the research and exploring potential consequences, and others stating methods employed in an effort to reduce bias.

There was wide variety in the reporting of ethical issues. Three articles made no reference. The remaining articles stated the study had ethical approval, and all except one gave details. Three articles evidenced participants being fully informed about the study. Five reported consent and/or withdrawal was discussed with participants, and one gave details regarding maintenance of confidentiality.

Nine articles gave full descriptions of the analysis employed, and all except two justified use of the approach utilized. All clearly presented their findings and gave support in the form of quotations, although the rationale for including presented data was discussed in only two. Contradictory data and the role of researchers were rarely discussed. All articles discussed study findings and their value in relation to wider literature, practice, and/or policy. Most addressed credibility, with five explicitly discussing the study strengths and limitations. Seven explored directions for future research.

**Synthesis Output**

To ensure the review question did not limit the themes produced by the analysis, an inductive bottom-up thematic analysis was initially conducted, as detailed by Thomas and Harden. Line-by-line coding and translation of concepts gave rise to an initial catalogue of forty-four codes. Through evaluating similarities and differences between the initial codes, a hierarchical framework of descriptive themes was produced. Three higher-order themes encompassing twelve descriptive themes were embedded within this structure.

### Table 1. Analytic constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analytical construct</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Facilitators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professionals must be aware of and contend with power differentials</td>
<td>Working within complex and hostile frameworks</td>
<td>Being in a position to “make a difference”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discomfort at one’s relative privilege</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals must develop specialist knowledge and skills</td>
<td>Working sensitivity with cultural differences</td>
<td>Focusing on the importance of the work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holding and balancing forced migrants’ competing care needs</td>
<td>Networking with other professionals working with forced migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenging negative social narratives about forced migration</td>
<td>Developing professionally in this specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supervisors lacking expertise in forced migration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witnessing forced migrants’ stories and trauma significantly affects professionals</td>
<td>Coping with vicarious responses to stories of horror</td>
<td>Witnessing the strength of forced migrants in their stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Support and care from professionals’ organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prioritizing self-care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Growing and developing personally in response to the work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To address the review questions, and to generate understandings that exceeded those of the primary studies, analytical themes were derived through the iterative process described by Thomas and Harden. This step of “going beyond” descriptive themes can be considered the defining feature of synthesis. Challenges and facilitators were inferred from the descriptive themes using the information and context within the journal articles. Related implications for clinical practice were also considered. From this process, analytical themes began to develop. The challenges and facilitators were then re-examined and refined within the context of these analytical themes. This iterative process continued until the analytical themes encapsulated the original descriptive themes, inferred challenges and facilitators and clinical implications. Through this process, three analytical themes emerged, encompassing relative challenges and facilitators of professionals’ experiences.

**Analytical Construct 1: Professionals Must Be Aware of and Contend with Power Differentials**

All of the studies described issues of power present at multiple levels, both within and beyond the health-care interaction.

**Challenges: Working within Complex and Hostile Frameworks, Discomfort with One’s Relative Privilege**

All studies except one highlighted the strain placed by outside systems and frameworks on professionals in supporting forced migrants’ mental health. Professionals cited the time and energy this detracted from their ability to focus on their remit, the direct influence of wider systems on the emotional states of service users, and the impact of being perceived to be part of “the system” on the therapeutic relationship.

“You come up against a system which is meant to be there as backup for support in your role, but it’s not functioning adequately. It can make you feel like the pressure is actually on you.”
“When they come here, they, by being detained and by being actually treated in this way basically ... it reinforces the message that was previously given by the government from the country they belong to, that actually you are not a person with full rights, you know, having dignity and so on, so this unfortunately, the psychological effect on them, basically they are not believed, they are not validated.”31

A number of professionals reflected on an awareness of their own privilege and powerful status having been highlighted to them. This was constructed as an uncomfortable realization, and professionals spoke of struggles in “coming to terms with” and accepting injustices in others’ lives.

“Being a nice, white, middle-class male who is kind of sheltered from the awful things that happen on the whole around the world and lucky, and you can walk around in your own little bubble, or when you are working with asylum seekers and refugees you ... you are forced to confront what’s really going on. And by “what’s really going on” I mean wars and torture in other countries, but then also the social reality of life in the UK for people.”32

Facilitator: Being in a Position to “Make a Difference”

Holding a position of relative power was also viewed as a positive enabler in effecting change in almost every included study. Feeling able to elicit some influence over forced migrants’ well-being, or assuming an active political stance gave professionals a sense of purpose and of “doing good.” This was cited as a significant motivator.

“When I do trainings, when I speak in public, when I testify in court, I’m helping to publicize and speak out against and document the impact of these injustices. So to me that connects with my sense of resilience.”33

Analytic Construct 2: Professionals Must Develop Specialist Knowledge and Skills

All the studies explored how the uniqueness of the forced migrant experience itself affected a variety of related issues. These issues again had influence within and beyond the immediate health-care interaction.

Challenges: Working Sensitively with Cultural Differences, Holding and Balancing Forced Migrants’ Competing Care Needs, Challenging Negative Societal Narratives about Forced Migration, Supervisors Lacking Expertise in Forced Migration

Cultural differences contributed to challenges for professionals’ experiences in the majority of included studies. First, professionals spoke of this limiting forced migrants’ knowledge and access to services, and giving rise to distress through acculturation and assimilation. Linguistic barriers and use of interpreters were commonly cited as having a negative impact on support overall.

“[It’s] frustrating at times because of the lack of language, the ongoing struggle to understand other perspectives and other cultures.”34

Second, as a result of the multiple and often competing care needs of forced migrants, professionals found mental health was seldom prioritized. Some professionals contended with this by becoming flexible in their role and supporting forced migrants in meeting other care needs, whilst others maintained firm boundaries in their role and remit.

“In terms of dealing with other stuff they come to see us about, they’re not in a head space to even get into that deeper stuff. They’re still trying to deal with the practical things they have to do to get through each day, and all of the different stresses around immigration, accommodation, finances.”35

“I am social worker, I am a lawyer, I am everything that you can think of.... However, having said that, I don’t do that with every patient. I refer sometimes to other agencies to do that, but I do that when I think doing it is right.”36

Third, a further challenge in the uniqueness of the forced migrant experience was that of negative social attitudes and discourse, detailed by five studies. This is seen as attributing to difficulties with identity formation and assimilation for forced migrants, both of which influence emotional well-being.

“I’ve had friends and family talk about refugee people, people on the news, and all those sorts of people, and it’s like, well hang on, and I’m able to articulate it in a way so it helps them understand the difference, you know, in what’s happening.”37

Fourth, two studies found professionals felt under-supported by their supervisors because they lacked supervisory experience. Participants raised concerns about a lack of supervisory provision and expertise, and increased risk as a result.

“I think the problem is that supervisors often have less experience than you do in working with refugees and asylum seekers. And that is really troubling you know, and so you get them kind ... they are in a position of trying to guide you but they can’t really direct you.”38
Facilitators: Focusing on the Importance of the Work, Networking with Other Professionals, Working with Forced Migrants, Developing Professionally in This Speciality

Seven of the ten studies explored how acknowledging the meaning and value of the work aided the mental health-care process. Focusing on positive changes that had occurred, however small, was also endorsed by several professionals.39

"Even though it is going to take time, even though it is going to take years, even though the healing is not going to be complete, you can see in clients when you work a long time here, you can see how life changes in ways that you never thought could happen. If you can see it is like this, you have this motivation to continue to work and to continue encouraging them to do things, [to keep] helping them."40

Participants advocated peer support in four of the studies as facilitating their ability to provide care for forced migrants. Benefits included emotional support and being able to relate through shared experiences.

"I've ended up linking up with colleagues and ... and in a way doing much more peer supervision.... Colleagues who I know are particularly interested in the cross-cultural."41

The development of competency and expertise was also viewed as a facilitator and positive benefit. Five studies noted how professionals were able to develop specialist skills through working with people who were asylum seekers and refugees, and who had experienced trauma.

Five clinicians (41.7 per cent) experienced a sense of increased personal or professional development as a result of their work and described it as a reward of assisting people from refugee backgrounds. Some reported having a deeper understanding of trauma work and how to support clients, and some reported feeling more confident in their therapeutic skills and abilities. For instance, “I think I feel much, much more comfortable when working with people from different backgrounds.”42

Analytic Construct 3: Witnessing Forced Migrants’ Stories and Trauma Significantly Affects Professionals

The final construct encompasses the direct and indirect effects that supporting people who had experienced, and continued to experience, trauma relating to their displacement had for professionals.

Challenge: Coping with Vicarious Responses to Stories of Horror

Professionals in all studies described the challenges of coping with the trauma they were exposed to through their work. They detailed how difficult it was to hear about forced migrants’ experiences, and how this resonated with them outside of their work. Emotional implications included feelings of being overwhelmed, powerless, unsafe, under-prepared, or detached. In seven studies professionals experienced nightmares, flashbacks, and other responses to trauma that mirrored those of the people they were supporting.

“I just feel that there is nothing safe and that's the rest [sic] of working in trauma because if, your whole world is unsafe outside because ... because you just see the awful stories, you see, we see torture survivors, we see what the worst that a human being can do to another human being.”43

“I used to go to the supermarket and feel like I had bubble wrap, like Glad wrap, just around me, like this kind of coating. I would go there and I just felt like I was going from this horror world into normal land, and then I didn't feel connected to people in normal land. Like I was going, "You don't get it; you didn't hear what I heard!" 44

Facilitators: Witnessing the Strength of Forced Migrants in Their Stories, Support and Care from Professionals’ Organizations, Prioritizing Self-Care, Growing, and Developing Personally as a Result of the Work

Witnessing strength and growth were consistently regarded as positive, motivating aspects of supporting forced migrants. Professionals experienced this as rewarding through empowering, helping others to find meaning and improve their relationships and connections. Some described feeling awe and respect for those they supported, and feeling privileged and honoured to work alongside them.

“It's the inner strength of the person. You know, you can feel that flame and you think I shall want to it keep alight, I don't want it to be crushed anymore, and they only seem to need a little bit of support for them to go ahead on their own.”45

“It feels like an absolute privilege to sit with [these] people and hear their stories, to be the person that they are willing to trust when they don't trust anybody else. You know, to be the person that they trust with that level of information, that depth of trauma and horror.”46

Participants in six of the studies expressed the importance of organizational support in coping with their work,
although some called for greater support. Overall, provision of supervision, training, and opportunities for professional development was considered facilitative.

“There's a lot of support here. They make it really clear that if you ever feel you need to talk to someone, it doesn't matter when it is, there is always someone you can just ask to speak to, whether it's a supervisor or it's another colleague, just grab someone and go and talk.”

In addition to organizational support, self-care strategies were advocated in four studies. Participants utilized individual self-care strategies, informal support from friends and family, and sought support through formal care (e.g., counselling). To look after themselves, participants reported engaging in practical strategies, including relaxation, sports, taking appropriate breaks, and ensuring that they maintained achievable personal schedules.

In nine of the ten studies, professionals experienced personal growth through their work, which helped them to continue. This occurred in increased acceptance of others, spiritual growth, and altered perceptions of themselves, their values, and the world.

“It just helped bring it more to home on a personal level to want to do so much more, to bring equality to this earth.”

“[The work] makes you strong. [I’m] a stronger person than I used to be.”

Discussion

Three analytical constructs encompassing challenges and facilitators for professionals providing mental health care to forced migrants emerged from the thematic synthesis. The first construct, "Professionals must be aware of and contend with power differentials," acts as a barrier when supporting someone within complex legal, financial, and housing systems. This is consistent with the review of professionals’ experiences of treating physical health,59 which also noted surrounding systems are not only complex, but often unfavourable to forced migrants. Becoming aware of one's privileges and the lack of privileges of those being supported also poses a challenge for professionals. Power differences between mental health professionals and service users have readily been identified as impeding recovery. In working with this particular population, imbalances of power are likely to be more pronounced and have a greater impact.

Literature extensively documents how disempowerment and marginalization affect forced migrants. These include poverty, racism, and discrimination, amongst others.51 Asylum processes and associated policies themselves often further disempowerment.52 These circumstances, along with uncertainty, frequently increase psychological distress and increase the task before mental health professionals.53 Therefore professionals may need to conscientiously acknowledge and reduce power imbalances (where possible) to work effectively with and empower forced migrants. Having a safe space to reflect on and process these thoughts and feelings also helps to ensure the well-being of professionals.

Conversely, the findings show being in a position to “make a difference” promotes professionals’ abilities to successfully support, advocate for, and empower forced migrants. Whilst little evidence has been found examining the impact of clinician self-efficacy on mental health outcomes, preliminary evidence indicates counsellor self-efficacy correlates with treatment outcomes.54 Our review indicates that a sense of trust, choice, and power is highly important to mental health service-users' feeling safe and engaging with therapeutic processes.55 Moreover, interventions that emphasize empowerment are consistently found to be more effective in child and adult mental health settings.56

The second construct, “Professionals must develop specialist knowledge and skills,” highlights themes uniquely concurrent in the forced migrant experience. Clinicians must be aware of cultural differences, competing care needs, negative societal attitudes towards forced migrants, and scarce expert supervision. The first two of these themes were present in both health-care professionals’ experiences of working with forced migrants in relation to physical health,57 and service-provider and user experiences in psychotherapeutic services for refugees.58 It would appear these challenges may be consistent across health-care settings. There may be an opportunity, therefore, for professionals from different backgrounds, including health care, mental health, and/or psychotherapeutic services to discuss and develop ways of working competently and sensitively with the cultural differences and competing care needs often synonymous with forced migration. Additionally, increasing “cultural competence” is strongly advocated for by an increasing body of literature to improve services for forced migrants.59

The impact of negative societal attitudes is widely documented as adversely affecting refugee and asylum seekers’ mental health.60 It follows that those compassionately supporting these individuals may also experience these effects. There is limited discussion of this in the literature, however. Paluck and Green’s review found mixed evidence on reducing prejudice generally.61 It is pertinent, therefore, that research seeks to understand how these effects might be mitigated for professionals. The specific issues raised in relation to supervision—in particular a lack of expertise—seem to be relatively novel findings. Effective clinical supervision demonstrably improves job satisfaction, stress levels,
burnout rates, and clinical outcomes. The findings indicate access to quality supervision is of great importance, more so given the specialist and complex care needs of the forced migrant population.

Facilitative factors relating to ‘Professionals must develop specialist knowledge and skills’ were found to be “focusing on the importance of the work,” networking, and professional development. Working with this population provides clinicians with the opportunity to contribute to humanitarian efforts, aligning with motivations to enter caring professions. Furthermore, self-determination theory proposes that intrinsic values such as self-development, affiliation, and community contribution are associated with greater well-being in the workplace. This illuminates how professionals will feel a sense of satisfaction from their work when their psychological needs are fulfilled. The development of mutual meaning and understanding has also been indicated to benefit the professional–service user relationship.

The final analytic construct, “Witnessing forced migrants’ stories and trauma significantly affects professionals,” addressed the intense effects of working with traumatized forced migrants and being exposed to their experiences. These effects are wide ranging and may be constructed as secondary traumatic stress, vicarious traumatization, burnout, or compassion fatigue. It is well documented that clinicians regularly working with trauma are at increased risk of experiencing secondary trauma symptoms. Clinicians may experience nightmares, dissociation, or anxiety and hopelessness in relation to their work and world view. Studies indicate therapists experiencing secondary traumatic stress attempt to make sense of what they hear and integrate this with existing cognitive schemas, but that this can have multiple negative implications.

Clinicians identified several facilitators to help combat this challenge. They cited witnessing growth and resilience as a powerful and motivational experience. Several frameworks describing vicarious trauma have been developed to include concepts of vicarious resilience and vicarious post-traumatic growth. These seek to account for this experience, which appears to co-occur and counteract the fatigue that trauma clinicians often experienced. Concurrent with previous research, clinicians used a combination of organizational support and self-care to help manage their responses to traumas they were vicariously exposed to. The literature included in this review indicates being able to talk to managers and/or colleagues and engage in self-care goes some way to mitigate these effects. However, some of the evidence is mixed. Therefore, further research into how professionals manage these effects and what they find most helpful, or an exploration of support structures, such as group supervision, would be warranted. Organizations need to consider how these protective elements can be integrated into structures and processes, and how they can support their staff in caring for themselves. They may consider what additional supports can be put in place, or how caseloads can be managed to allow for this—for example, is a smaller caseload required when working with this population to account for the complexity and help process the emotional implications?

Finally, personal growth was found to occur by supporting forced migrants’ mental health. This is again consistent with the compassion fatigue resilience model, indicating that vicarious resilience and personal growth may be closely related. Qualitative study of vicarious resilience in therapists has also identified positive personal impacts and increased hopefulness resulting from trauma work. Most literature that explores vicarious implications of working with trauma focuses on the experiences of therapists, and further research is needed to explore the experiences of other mental health professionals. However, the findings of this study are supported by the wider literature, which indicates working with trauma can be challenging but also rich and fulfilling. These fulfilling experiences are likely to improve staff well-being, satisfaction, and retention, and it is therefore worth exploring what specifically contributes to the experience and how professionals can “hold on” to this throughout their work.

**Implications**

The findings of this review may inform service providers needing to adapt their provision to improve care for disadvantaged groups, such as forced migrants. Reduction in health-care inequality is a public health concern for countries including the United Kingdom. This may require amendments to policy and development of clinical guidelines for best-practice care, which must recognize the complex needs and enhanced resources required for this population. Wren highlights the dangers of reactively creating services for forced migrants, detailing how this leads to insufficient and disjointed provision. Suitable planning and thoughtfulness is therefore required to develop effective and sustainable services.

The findings indicate that mental health professionals would benefit from appropriate training in the specialist area of forced migration. This could include training on relevant wider systems (e.g., legal, financial, and housing), cultural competency development, and working with survivors of trauma and torture. Improved understanding of the legal processes and requirements (for example, requirements to routinely present work permits at police stations), forced migrants must adhere to would help professionals to understand the processes forced migrants are going through and empathize with the associated effects. Specific gaps may include understanding the legal terminology and relevant
implications (for example, asylum seeker, refugee, leave to remain) associated with forced migration and resettlement. Education on housing processes, reunification, financial provision, and social and legal support for forced migrants may be beneficial, as well as the gaps in these services. Access to relevant literature and information on local and national services placed to aid forced migrants should also be facilitated. Given the often complex needs of this population, inter-service collaboration may be both necessary and helpful. Moreover, additional time should be allowed for clinicians to build rapport, understand service users’ perspectives and needs, and conduct appointments. The findings also show access to regular structured supervision with supervisors experienced in working with this population (or who are willing to undertake specific training) should be a priority wherever possible. Where this is not possible, creative alternatives such as telephone, teleconference, or group supervision could be considered to address this need. Peer support was also highlighted as a valuable resource, and it may also be prudent to explore the possibility of peer support groups.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This review provides the first systematic synthesis specifically exploring the experiences of mental health professionals supporting forced migrants. This allowed a thorough exploration of the challenges and facilitators of this provision from the professionals’ perspectives. All ten papers included have been published since 2007, and nine since 2013. Thus, this is a review of contemporary literature, well timed to support the further development of this field. Given the limited research in this area, the focus on qualitative research is an additional strength of this review. The constructs and themes identified help us to understand experiences and processes that can be further explored qualitatively and quantitatively to form concepts, hypotheses, and theory. The findings can also be used to develop study designs that are sensitive to these experiences. The findings have been interpreted within the context of existing theory and literature, and generally provide additional support for them, and novel findings have been produced.

All of the included studies took place in the United Kingdom, Australia, or the United States, and this may constrain the relevance to countries with comparable economic status. The characteristics of each study have been provided to allow readers to assess their applicability to other settings. As noted, methodological and contextual information was limited in some of the studies, which restricted reporting in this review. It has been argued, however, that a lack of reported information may reflect word count restrictions as opposed to methodological rigour. A particular area of paucity was the consideration of reflexivity and researcher bias. This was rarely discussed in the studies, and in-depth information was almost never provided. It is not possible to consider, therefore, to what extent researcher backgrounds may have influenced the interpretations of findings. To minimize this in the current review, first-person quotes were given priority over author quotes, and transparency has been promoted. This is particularly relevant, given the interpretive nature of the final stage of the analysis, highlighted by Thomas and Harden as being most controversial.

The first author utilized a reflective journal and supervisory discussion to consider how her own background may have influenced her interpretations of findings in this review. This explored her life experiences, professional career as a trainee clinical psychologist, and interest in voluntary work abroad with vulnerable populations, although she has no experience of working with forced migrant populations. These discussions elicited themes of “wanting to get it [the analysis and interpretation] right” and sometimes of seeing forced migrants as vulnerable as opposed to resilient. The discussions allowed the primary author to become more aware of and “step away” from assumptions. All three authors have an interest in supporting forced migrant populations, and this could have had some impact on the emphasis of interpretations. To reduce potential bias introduced by these factors, the authors went back to the original papers and ensured the interpretations were grounded in them and the contexts provided.

**Future Directions**

The findings of this review provide vital implications for future research. This should strive to improve reporting transparency, and consideration of reflexivity in qualitative research. Research in different geographical settings will be especially useful in contributing to our understanding of mental health professionals’ experiences and how they are influenced by context. Where strategies to support and improve professionals’ experiences are implemented, evaluations should be undertaken to assess their effectiveness. Alternatively, evaluations may be employed to identify where care quality may be improved. These should include the perspective of both service users and providers and give voice to the perspectives of forced migrants. This review has also highlighted the issue of service access. Research investigating how we can improve access to services for forced migrants will be imperative in improving provision of mental health support for this population.

**Conclusion**

A novel review and thematic synthesis of mental health professionals’ experiences of supporting forced migrants was conducted. The findings indicate constructs relating to
power, specialism and trauma are broadly influential in professionals’ experiences. The associated challenges and facilitating factors have been presented and explored, which can inform service practice and policy. It is hoped this will support professionals and facilitate improved quality of care for forced migrant populations. Suggestions for future research include expansion to differing geographical settings, provision of interventions to support professionals in their work, evaluation of care quality, and investigating how access to services can be improved for forced migrant populations. Global conflicts and atrocities continue to occur, suggesting that the issues pertinent to this research will not subside. It is therefore essential that we continue to examine how we can support both those affected and those working with them.

Further supplementary information regarding the characteristics and quality assessment of the studies included in the systematic review is available on request to the lead author.
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